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works both on images and photons lists (MW/MM)
Currently used in the EUCLID MER Pipeline for Deblending
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Pipeline
manger



disclaimer

The following application to Fermi-LAT data does not 
mean a substitution of the official Fermi-LAT science 
tools, it  provides a use case  as a companion tool to find 
seeds or to have a quick look detection or morphological 
measurement 



clustering methods: DBSCAN (per event analysis)



γ-ray detection (DBSCAN)

First BKG guess

First DBSCAN detection

First list of  clusters

Second BKG estimate
(all srcs are removed)

Final list of  
clusters

Third BKG 
estimate

(all srcs are 
removed)

Second DBSCAN detection

eval signifcance (Li&Ma)

Data Preparation

Application to Fermi data, using the same 3FGL time span, and the P8R2 
calib. E>1 GeV, and the DBSCAN is applied with the following 
configuration ε=0.2 deg, K=5 

same as prescribed for P8 
likelihood except 
exposure
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DBSCAN Significance vs 3FLG
3FGL time span,~80 sources binned inTS,  L>15

•Significance  ~0.5 √TS 3FGL

•pos err ~  3FGL poss err

Same as in 
Tramacere&Vecchio 2013 A&A…549A.138T

γ-ray detection (DBSCAN)
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parent cluster

chose a kernel with width h
influence function

iterative update of the position 
of each point weighted on the 

influence function
stop when dr<d*

6
￼

clustering of attractors
to partition the parent cluster

h=0.10 h=0.20

h=0.35 h=0.60

Hinneburg &Gabriel 2007

γ-ray deblending of confused  sources: 
DENCLUE (per event analysis)
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γ-ray deblending of confused  sources (DENCLUE)
 3FGL J2212.5+0703 (DBSCAN alone)

 3FGL J2212.5+0703 (DBSACN+DENCLUE)

DENCLUE

The two resolved sources. Note how both  the 
separated  sub clusters are positionally coincident 
with an astrophysical counterpart, the 3FGL 
J2212.5+0703 source and a blazar reported in the 
BZCAT5, respectively.





DENCLUE application to optical images:   spiral arms detection 

Spiral

Elliptical

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1qykgkkv2V9_B0aSYI5EldMqSuOQ9qzVo/preview

